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Year 4 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 2
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.4@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/
Accelerated Reader
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Writing
Maths
Spelling
The wider
Curriculum

Extra
Activities
Websites

We will continue to use Chapter 1 from ‘The Bolds go Wild’ from last week’s
pack. Children will be writing a short narrative using description and
descriptive language. Also, there is daily reading on DB primary from Mrs
Morgan with questions to answer.
This half term we will be looking at play scripts. Students will be identifying the
features of play scripts in preparation for creating their own. There is a 5 day
plan that the children can follow. There will be videos on DB to help with each
lesson.
Children will continue working with multiplication and derived facts. They
should also be working on activities assigned to them on mathletics and DB.
Children will be doing spelling work based upon the vocabulary from this
week’s reading and The Bolds go wild.
There will also be spelling work assigned on DBprimary.
Topic – The children will be learning about the Ancient Maya and when and
where they lived., identifying Ancient Maya towns on maps and learning more
about the geographical characteristics of its different regions. There is a 5 day
plan for the children to chunk their learning alongside videos to help uploaded
onto DB.
Science - the class will be looking at teeth. The different type of teeth we have,
what they do and why they are important.
Art - In art, children will be creating pieces around the theme ‘home’ inspired by
the work of other artists.
There are constant activities for the children to do on DB everyday so please
login to find them. Also, there are some projects for the children to complete
over the half term.
Go on this site dkfindout.com and research the Ancient Maya and Teeth.
Go on kids.kiddle.co, ducksters.com, BBC bitesize and natgeokids.com to
research more about the Ancient Maya. On YouTube there is science with
Maddie Moate, dance with Oti Mabuste and PE with Joe Wicks. Also, there is
cooking videos by Jamie Oliver on channel4.com

Many thanks for your continued support,
Mr Nieto and Mrs Morgan
Year 4 teachers
Aiming High, Achieving Together

Date:………….................................................................
Science Investigation Plan
Title:____________________________________________
Question - What do we want to find out?
We want to find out______

Equipment - What equipment will we use?
We will use:

Variables - What could we change?
We could change…

We are only going to change:

Fair test - What will we keep the same?
We will keep…

Method - What did we do?
Firstly we…

Then we…

Measure - How are we going to record our results?
We could record our results by using...
diagrams
bar charts
drawings
tables
lists
pictograms
Prediction - What do you predict will happen?
I predict that…

Results
What has happened?

Conclusion - Why do we think this has happened?
I think this has happened because…

tally sheets

writing

Week 2: Reading and writing prompts

The Bolds Go Wild – Chapter 1

Reading
On page 3:
1. What did the Bolds love about rainy days?
2. How do we know the Bolds aren’t humans?

On page 4:
1. Disguised is closest in meaning to:
a) hidden

b) open

c) afraid

d) funny

2. What two hyena traits can they get away with?
On page 7:
1. What is surprising about how Mrs Bold reacts?

Writing
Imagine you are walking past the park on that rainy day. Describe
what The Bolds are doing.
Start your story with,
I saw the most unusual sight in the park today.

Week 2: Grammar and Spelling prompts
Grammar

Insert a comma to complete this list.
The Bolds loved puddles mud and getting wet.
Circle the two verbs in the sentence.
Uncle Tony grabbed hold of the tin and scooped up some dirty water.
Insert the missing inverted commas.
Let’s play said Betty
Complete this sentence with the correct coordinating conjunction.
Mrs Bold opened the window _____ she let the bird in.
Which sentence needs a question mark?
Why do hyenas get wet
Hyenas like rain because its good for their skin and keeps mosquitos
away

Spelling

Practise each word. Choose two and write their definitions.
Choose two to write in sentences.

natural
naughty
notice
occasion/occasionally
often

opposite
ordinary
particular
peculiar
perhaps

Play scripts in Year 4
Cast: Narrator, Mr Nieto, Mrs Morgan, Macy, Jayden, Reo.
Scene 1: Year 4 Classroom
It is a wonderful summer’s day in the legendary Year 4 classroom. (Mr Nieto and Mrs Morgan
have their hands up)
Narrator: One sunny Monday morning, there once was an incredible class of students about
to start their writing lesson. The class were sat in star and tracking Mr Nieto
and Mrs Morgan.
Mrs Morgan: (Pointing to the board) Today we are going to be learning the features of a
play script.
Macy: (Hand up) What’s a play script Mrs?
Mrs Morgan: A play script is a piece of writing written for the stage. On the board is an
example of a play script called Play scripts in Year 4.
Mr Nieto: (Walking around the classroom) A play script will include a list of characters at
the very beginning.
Mrs Morgan: In addition, it may be divided into acts which are then divided into scenes.
Each scene will have a description of the setting at the start and then the
characters dialogue.
Mr Nieto: Furthermore, it includes dialogue is set out with the character's name on the
left, then a colon followed by the dialogue. (Points at himself) Without inverted
commas. (Points at class)
Year 4: (Altogether) Without inverted commas!
Mrs Morgan: Finally, stage directions for the actors are written every now and again in
italics and brackets.
Jayden: (Hesitantly puts his hand up) Mrs Morgan. What does dialogue mean?
Mrs Morgan: (smiles back at Jayden) That’s a great question. Dialogue is a conversation
between two or more people. We are having a dialogue right now.
Mr Nieto: (Holding model text in his hand) Your task today is to identify all the features in
the model text. I will choosing a group to work in the library.
(all pupils raise their hands to be chosen)
Mrs Morgan: Reo, Rejana, Hannah and Nyhiem bring your packs and model text and come
with me please.
Hannah: (whispers to herself) I do not understand. What am I going to do?

Scene 2: KS2 Library
The incredibly organised KS2 library contains all the books you need for you learning. The
light is shining through the windows and there is a fresh breeze coming through the open
glass windows.
Narrator: The small group of children enter the library followed by Mrs Morgan. Hannah is
feeling nervous as she is not sure what the features are of a play script.
Mrs Morgan: (Pointing to mini-whiteboards) Can everyone please start by writing out the
features of a play script on your boards.
(everyone except Hannah confidently write on their whiteboards)
Reo: (looking at Hannah’s worried face) Why do you look so dejected Hannah? Do you need
help?
Hannah: (smiling) Yes please! I am really confused about the work we are doing.
Mrs Morgan: (Walks towards Reo and Hannah) What wrong Reo and Hannah? Do you
need help with your work? I am more than happy to help.
Hannah: (smiling at Mrs Morgan) Thank you so much Mrs Morgan. I was freaking out!
Scene 3: Hannah’s home
The fluorescent moon is peering into Hannah’s clean kitchen. The sound of delicious soup
Hannah’s dad is cooking is filling the house with an appetising aroma.
Narrator: Hannah and her lovely father are having a conversation while he is cooking in the
kitchen. She is telling him about her fun day at school and all the exciting topics she had
learnt.
Hannah: (Proudly) During writing we were learning about play script and I wasn’t sure about
the features but the marvellous Mrs Morgan helped me.
Dad: (looking at Hannah with a wide smile) I love that you asked for help Hannah. Can you
tell me the features of a play script now?
Hannah: (looking pensive) I think so. (takes a deep breath) First, the characters go in the
beginning. Next, there are different acts and different scenes that start with a
setting description. Also, the names of the characters go on the left followed by a
colon (shows the colon with her arms) and then the dialogue. Finally, stage
directions are written in brackets and italics.
Dad: Wow that is so impressive. If people are talking then you need inverted commas right?
Hannah: (in Mr Nieto’s voice) No inverted commas!

Day 1: Play scripts

Day 2: Continued

LO: To the features of a play script

Now it’s time to plan your play script.
Setting and characters stay the same.

Task 1: Write out the features of a play script.
1. _____________________________
2. _____________________________
3. _____________________________
4. _____________________________
Task 2:
Identify all the features on the model text by
annotating the text.
Task 3:
Create a toolkit that you can use to remind of
all the key features when you write your own.

Day 2: Plan
LO: To be able to create a plan for my model
text.
Task 1: Write a boxed-up plan of the text.
Title
Cast
Scene 1: (Setting description)
Beginning
Build up
Scene 2: (Setting description)
Problem
Resolution
Scene 3: (Setting description)
Ending

Task 2: What’s your problem?!
What was the problem in the model text?
_______________________________
What is your problem in your play script?
_______________________________
Task 3: Use your plan for the model text
to write your own.
Title
Cast
Scene 1: (Setting description)
Beginning
Build up
Scene 2: (Setting description)
Problem
Resolution
Scene 3: (Setting description)
Ending

Day 3: (stage directions)
Task 1: Show not tell.
Write out descriptions for the following
feelings: Sad, excited, worried, proud and
surprised.
Task 2: Identify all the stage directions
in the model text.
Task 3: Write out different stage
directions for each one making sure they
are relevant.

Day 4: Dialogue.

Vocabulary

Task 1: What’s the same, what’s the
difference?

Time of Day

Compare the following to the start of model
text.

Time: Daylight, twilight, dusk, dawn, midday,
midnight, early morning, late night, middle of the
night, mid-morning, lunchtime, dinner time, late
afternoon, afternoon, late morning.

Mrs Morgan: These are play scrip features.
Macy: What?
Mrs Morgan: A play script is a piece of
writing written for the stage.
Mr Nieto: Starts with characters.
Mrs Morgan: Acts, scenes and descriptions.
Task 2: Expand on the following dialogue to
add more detail. (Ch: include stage directions)
The children have just finished their lunch,
washed their hands and are sat ready for
lessons to commence.
Elvis: Hi Daisy.

SEE
Dawn breaking Sun rising slowly Birds soaring/
swooping Shattered glass windows Rippling curtains,
Waves crashing Train thundering past Clanging
Darkness Brilliant light Boats bobbing Shoppers
bustling Heated discussions Children playing People
waiting Sweeping beach Lush grass

HEAR
Birds chirping/squarking Wind whistling/howling
Pitter-patter of raindrops Trees swaying Thud of
footsteps Crashing/Banging/Thudding Storm
thundering through the clouds Strange noises
Shouting/Chanting/Cheering Sirens Roar of traffic
Creaking hinges/floorboards Screams/shrieks

Daisy: Hi Elvis.
Elvis: I like handwriting.
Daisy: Me too.
Elvis: I want a pen licence.
Daisy: Me too.
Mr Nieto: Start work.
Day 5: Start writing
Task 1: Read your plan and try to memorise it
by retelling someone at home.
Task 2: Have your poster in front of you and
begin writing your play script.
Task 3: When you finish, read and ensure you
have included all the features and edit work.
(What do we do with mistakes?)
Task 4: Upload your work to dB.

FEEL
Negative feelings: frightened , concerned, fearful,
scared, upset, emotional, depressed, bitter,
gloomy/glum, fed up, angry, malicious, violent, tense,
stressed, lonely, isolated, apprehensive, worried, on
edge, pressured, afraid, annoyed, ashamed, tired,
shattered, anxious, confused, irritated, embarrassed,
surprised, frustrated, shocked, nervous, bored.
Positive feelings: cheerful, safe, nostalgic, relaxed,
comfortable, enthusiastic, joyful, ecstatic, eager,
loved, secure, warm, settled, relieved, confident,
thoughtful, friendly, proud, pleased, friendly,

SMELL
Dusty, damp, musty, fresh, sweet, sour, bitter, stink,
stench, scent, spicy, whiff, reek, delicious, disgusting,
essence, fragrance, fragrant, incense, burning,
smouldering, freshly baked bread, salty, roses, sea air,
petrol, odour, home cooking.

Ancient Civilizations: The Ancient Maya Knowledge Organiser
Who were the Ancient
Maya?
The Ancient Maya were
people who made their
homes in an area known
as Mesoamerica.
They lived for thousands
of years – from around
1000BC to 1700AD.
The Ancient Maya people
shared a common culture
and religion but they lived
in different city-states.
Each city-state had its own
ruler and they often fought
with each other.

What were Ancient Maya cities like?
Ancient Maya cities teach us of their power, skills and
achievements. There were many different cities and the
largest cities were enormous.
The city buildings were made from white stone and towered
above the surrounding farmlands. The most important
building in a city was the temple in the middle — where
the king lived and people worshipped.

Where is Mesoamerica?
Mesoamerica is the strip of land joining North and
South America. We also call it Central America.

How did the Ancient Maya write?
The Ancient Maya had their own form of writing.
They wrote words using glyphs. Some glyphs stood for part
of a word and some stood for a whole word.

They also had their own
number system which had
symbols for 0, 1, 5 and 20.
The system worked on groups
of 20, unlike our system which
works with groups of 10.

Significant People and Places

Central America

Tikal

Chichen Itza

Palenque

Central America is a region
found in the southern tip
of North America, where
the continent joins with
South America. The Ancient
Maya were one of the great
civilizations located in this
part of the world.

Tikal is the ruin of a great
Ancient Maya city which may
have been called Yax Mutal.
It is located in a rainforest in
modern day Guatemala and
was one of the most powerful
Maya cities. The Tikal Temple
is 47 metres high.

Chichen Itza was built by the
Ancient Maya in the Northern
Lowlands. It was one of the
largest cities and in the centre
is the Temple of Kukulcan.

Palenque was an Ancient
Maya city-state found in
modern day Southern Mexico.
It is smaller than Tikal and
Chichen Itza but has some
of the best architecture and
carvings. Pakal the Great
ruled here.

Glossary
1

Maya

The indigenous people of Yucatan and other areas of
Central America.

2

Ancient

Something in the very distant past and no longer
in existence.

3

Civilization

A society, culture and particular way of life in a
certain area.

4

Temple

A building devoted to the worship of a god or gods.

5

City-States

A city and the surrounding areas which have their
own ruler.

6

Archaeologist

A person who studies human history and prehistory
by examining sites and artefacts.

7

God/Goddess

A superhuman being or spirit who is worshipped.

8

Ancestor

A person in your family that lived before you.

9

Worship

To show devotion to a person or a god/goddess.

10

Sacrifice

Killing an animal or a person as an act of worship.

11

Maize

A plant originating in Central America — also known
as corn.

12

Cacao

Seeds from a tree that you can make chocolate from.

13

Codices

An ancient text in the form of a book.

14

Glyphs

A character or symbol that stands for a word or part
of a word.

15

Base-20

A number system which works in groups of 20.

16

Tzolk’in

The 260-day Maya calendar.

17

Haab

The 365-day Maya calendar.

18

Long Count

The Maya calendar which measures 1,872,000 days.

19

Invaders

People who enter a country or region so they can take
it over.

20

Decline

To go down or decrease slowly.

What did the Ancient Maya believe?
Religion was very important to the Ancient
Maya people. Their impressive temples are
evidence of that.
The Ancient Maya worshipped their kings
as though they were gods but they also
worshipped their ancestors and a range of
different gods and goddesses.
We know that there are many different gods
and goddesses. So far we have discovered
around 160 of them!
The Ancient Maya had gods for everything:
sun, moon, rain, water, farming, life, death,
maize, lightening and many more. In their
opinion, the gods controlled everything and
they told many stories about them.

What did the Ancient Maya eat
and drink?
The Ancient Maya ate foods that they could
farm, hunt and forage for. These included
chilli, avocado, venison, fish, squash,
honey and turkey. However the two most
important plants were the maize plant –
from which they made tortillas — and the
cacao tree from which they made their
precious hot chocolate.

Significant People and Places

Bonampak

Great Ball Court

Bonampak is an Ancient Maya The Great Ball Court is located
archaeological site. It is known in Chichen Itza but ball courts
like this one were found in
for the murals located in the
cities across the Maya lands.
temple. The murals show
Here they played and watched
images of war and sacrifice
although many say the Ancient the game of ‘Pok-a-Tok’. The
game was a life or death battle.
Maya were also peaceful.

Pakal the Great

Ix Chel and Chaac

Pakal the Great ruled over
the city-state of Palenque.
He ruled for 68 years — the
longest in history of any ruler
in the Americas.

Two of the many Ancient
Maya gods and goddesses.
Ix Chel was the goddess of the
moon, water and cycle of life.
Chaac was the god of rain. He
could strike with his lightening
axe and thunder and rain
would come.

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

4.
Lived in 50 separate city states.
Some cities were huge and built in the same way
In the centre there was a large square for meeting
place, ceremonies and festivals.
Central square surrounded by royal palace, temples,
observatories and house belonging to the rich and
powerful.

Buildings made from stone covered in white
plaster
that were decorated with paintings and carvings.
They lived for thousands of years.
Between 2000 BC – 1000BC farming villages and
larger
settlements appeared.
‘Golden age’ was not until 400AD.

5.

6. Speak of the following:
Greeks (800BC – 31BC)
Roman Empire 27 BC – 476 AD
Celts in Britain before Romans
Romans in Britain (43 AD – 410AD)
Anglo-Saxons in Britain ( 450AD – 779AD)

Science: Teeth and Digestive Systems Knowledge Organiser
What are teeth?
We have teeth because they help us to eat things.
Our teeth are the hardest material in the human
body and they cut, tear, crush and grind our food.
Our first teeth begin to grow when we are around
6 months old. The front teeth often appear first —
we call our first set of teeth our ‘milk teeth’.
Adult teeth begin to grow when we are around
6 years old — after our other teeth have fallen out.

What are animal teeth like?
Animal teeth are different depending on whether
an animal is a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore.
This is because different types of teeth help you
to eat different types of food.

What are our teeth made from?
Our teeth are made of pulp, dentine and enamel. The enamel is the
white, outside layer of the tooth. The dentine is the soft, more yellow
layer underneath and the pulp is where the nerves are found. The
part of the tooth above the surface is the crown and the part found
in the gum is the root.

What can happen to our teeth?
If we do not look after our teeth then they can become damaged or
they can even fall out. We only have one set of adult teeth and so if
we lose them, they will not grow back!
Food and bacteria can build up on our teeth if we do not clean them
properly. We call this plaque. The bacteria in the plaque attacks our
teeth — causing them to rot and turn black.

Types of Teeth

Incisors

Canines

Premolars

Molars

The incisors at the front of
the mouth have a sharp biting
surface and are used for
cutting or shearing food into
small chewable pieces.

The canines are on either side
of the incisors. They have a
sharp, pointed biting surface.
Their function is to grip
and tear food.

The premolars are towards
the back of the mouth.
Unlike incisors and canines,
premolars have a flat biting
surface. Their function is
to tear and crush food.

The molars are at the back
of the mouth. They are the
largest of the teeth and have
a large flat biting surface. The
function of the molars is to
chew, crush and grind food.

Glossary
1

Teeth

A set of hard structures found in the mouth for chewing and biting.

2

Incisor

Type of tooth shaped for cutting.

3

Canine

Type of tooth shaped for gripping and tearing.

4

Premolar

Type of tooth shaped for crushing, tearing and grinding.

5

Molar

Type of tooth shaped for crushing, chewing and grinding.

6

Milk Teeth

A name sometimes given to the first set of human teeth.

7

Decay

When something begins to rot away.

8

Enamel

The hard white coating on the outside of our teeth.

9

Dentine

The softer, more yellow layer of our teeth found under the enamel.

10

Pulp

The softest inner part of our teeth where the nerves are found.

11

Plaque

A build-up of food, sugar and bacteria on our teeth.

12

Digestive
System

The system our body has for turning food into energy.

13

Oesophagus

A long tube from our mouth to our stomach.

14

Liver

An organ which produces bile.

15

Stomach

An organ which is part of the digestive system.

16

Intestine

Includes the small and large intestines.

17

Gall Bladder

Stores bile from the liver.

18

Pancreas

A gland found behind the stomach – it helps with digestion.

19

Rectum

The final section of the large intestine.

20

Anus

Where waste food leaves our body.

What happens when
we eat?
When we eat, our food enters
our digestive system.
The human digestive system
includes many different organs
that process our food — turning
it into something our bodies
can use and getting rid of what
our bodies cannot use.
Without our digestive system,
our bodies would not function
and we would have no energy.

What journey does our food take through our digestive system?
Once food has been chewed and swallowed, it travels down the oesophagus and enters the stomach. The stomach breaks down
our food. From the stomach, the food travels into the small intestine, where our body absorbs what it needs. Then the food
travels onto the large intestine. The rectum and anus get rid of the food our bodies did not use.

What do some of our digestive organs look like?

Stomach

Liver

Small Intestine

Large Intestine

Food stays here for around
four hours. Here the food is
broken down into smaller
pieces mixed into a paste. The
acid in our stomach kills a
lot of bad bacteria that could
make us sick.

Food does not pass through
or into our liver but the liver
plays an important role in
our digestive system.
The liver produces bile which
helps break up fat into
smaller pieces.

In the small intestine, food
is mixed with juices from the
liver and pancreas. After this,
the food is absorbed from the
small intestine and around our
body through our blood.

The last stage of the digestive
system. Here, any of the food
that our body cannot use or
does not need is stored until
it makes its way out of our
body as waste.

